Generating coherent discourse is an important aspect in natural language generation. Our aim is to learn factors that constitute coherent discourse from data, with a focus on how to realize predicate-argument structures in a model that exceeds the sentence level. We present an important subtask for this overall goal, in which we align predicates across comparable texts, admitting partial argument structure correspondence. The contribution of this work is two-fold: We first construct a large corpus resource of comparable texts, including an evaluation set with manual predicate alignments. Secondly, we present a novel approach for aligning predicates across comparable texts using graph-based clustering with Mincuts. Our method significantly outperforms other alignment techniques when applied to this novel alignment task, by a margin of at least 6.5 percentage points in F 1 -score.
Introduction
Discourse coherence is an important aspect in natural language generation (NLG) applications. A number of theories have investigated coherence inducing factors. A prominent example is Centering Theory (Grosz et al., 1995) , which models local coherence by relating the choice of referring expressions to the importance of an entity at a certain stage of a discourse. A data-driven model based on this theory is the entity-based approach by Barzilay and Lapata (2008) , which models coherence phenomena by observing sentence-to-sentence transitions of entity occurrences.
Barzilay and Lapata show that their approach can discriminate between a coherent and a non-coherent set of ordered sentences. However, their model is not able to generate alternative entity realizations by itself. Furthermore, the entity-based approach only investigates realization patterns for individual entities in discourse in terms of core grammatical functions. It does not investigate the interplay between entity transitions and realization patterns for fullfledged semantic structures. This interplay, however, is an important factor for a semantics-based, generative model of discourse coherence.
The main hypothesis of our work is that we can automatically learn context-specific realization patterns for predicate argument structures (PAS) from a semantically parsed corpus of comparable text pairs. Our assumption builds on the success of previous research, where comparable and parallel texts have been exploited for a range of related learning tasks, e.g., unsupervised discourse segmentation (Barzilay and Lee, 2004) and bootstrapping semantic analyzers (Titov and Kozhevnikov, 2010) .
For our purposes, we are interested in finding corresponding PAS across comparable texts that are known to talk about the same events, and hence involve the same set of underlying event participants. By aligning predicates in such texts, we can investigate the factors that determine discourse coherence in the realization patterns for the involved arguments. These include the specific forms of argument realization, as a pronoun or a specific type of referential expression, as studied in prior work in NLG (Belz et al., 2009, inter alia) . The specific set-up we examine, however, allows us to further investi-gate the factors that govern the non-realization of an argument position, as a special form of coherence inducing element in discourse. Example (1), extracted from our corpus of aligned texts,illustrates this point: Both texts report on the same event of locating victims in an avalanche. While (1.a) explicitly talks about the location of this event, the role remains implicit in the second sentence of (1.b), given that it can be recovered from the preceding sentence. In fact, realization of this argument role would impede the fluency of discourse by being overly repetitive.
( 1) This phenomenon clearly relates to the problem of discourse-linking of implicit roles, a very challenging task in discourse processing. 1 In our work, we consider this problem from a content-based generation perspective, concentrating on the discourse factors that allow for the omission of a role.
Thus, our aim is to identify comparable predications across aligned texts, and to study the discourse coherence factors that determine the realization patterns of arguments in the respective discourses. This can be achieved by considering the full set of arguments that can be recovered from the aligned predications. This paper focuses on the first of these tasks, henceforth called predicate alignment. 2 In line with data-driven approaches in NLP, we automatically align predicates in a suitable corpus of paired texts. The induced alignments will (i) serve to identify events described in both comparable texts, and (ii) provide information about the underlying argument structures and how they are realized in each context to establish a coherent discourse. We investigate a graph-based clustering method for induc-1 See the recent SemEval 2010 task: Linking Events and their Participants in Discourse, (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010) .
2 Note that we provide details regarding the construction of a suitable data set and further examples involving non-realized arguments in a complementary paper (Roth and Frank, 2012). ing such alignments as clustering provides a suitable framework to implicitly relate alignment decisions to one another, by exploiting global information encoded in a graph.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we discuss previous work in related tasks. Section 3 describes our task and a suitable data set. Section 4 introduces a graph-based clustering model using Mincuts for the alignment of predicates. Section 5 outlines the experiments and presents evaluation results. Finally, we conclude in Section 6 and discuss future work.
Related Work
The task of aligning words in general has been studied extensively in previous work, for example as part of research in statistical machine translation (SMT). Typically, alignment models in SMT are trained by observing and (re-)estimating co-occurrence counts of word pairs in parallel sentences (Brown et al., 1993) . The same methods have also been applied in monolingual settings, for example to align words in paraphrases (Cohn et al., 2008) . In contrast to traditional word alignment tasks, our focus is not on pairs of isolated sentences but on aligning predicates within the discourse contexts in which they are situated. Furthermore, text pairs for our task should not be strictly parallel as we are specifically interested in the impact of different discourse contexts. In Section 5, we will show that this particular setting indeed constitutes a more challenging task compared to traditional word alignment in parallel or paraphrasing sentences.
Another set of related tasks is found in the area of textual inference. Since 2006, there have been regular challenges on the task of Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE). In the original task description, Dagan et al. (2006) define textual entailment "as a directional relationship between pairs of text expressions, denoted by T -the entailing 'Text' -, and H -the entailed 'Hypothesis'. (. . . ) T entails H if the meaning of H can be inferred from the meaning of T, as would typically be interpreted by people." Although this relation does not necessarily require the presence of corresponding predicates, previous work by MacCartney et al. (2008) shows that word alignments can serve as a good indicator of entailment.
As a matter of fact, the same holds true for the task of detecting paraphrases. In contrast to RTE, this latter task requires bi-directional entailments, i.e., each of the two phrases must entail the other. Wan et al. (2006) show that a simple approach solely based on word (and lemmatized n-gram) overlap can already achieve an F 1 -score of up to 83% for detecting paraphrases in the Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (Dolan and Brockett, 2005, MSRPC) . In fact, this is just 0.6% points below the state-of-the-art results recently reported by Socher et al. (2011) .
The MSRPC and data sets from the first RTE challenges only consisted of isolated pairs of sentences. The Fifth PASCAL Recognizing Textual Entailment Challenge (Bentivogli et al., 2009 ) introduced a "Search Task", where entailing sentences for a hypothesis have to be found in a set of full documents. This new task first opened the doors for assessing the role of discourse (Mirkin et al., 2010a; Mirkin et al., 2010b) in RTE. However, this setting is still limited as discourse contexts are only provided for the entailing part (T ) of each text pair but not for the hypothesis H.
A further task related to ours is the detection of event coreference. The goal of this task is to identify all mentions of the same event within a document and, in some settings, also across documents. However, the task setting is typically more restricted than ours in that its focus lies on identical events/references (cf. Walker et al. (2006) , Weischedel et al. (2011) , inter alia). In particular, verbalizations of different aspects of an event (e.g., 'buy'-'sell', 'kill'-'die', 'recover'-'find') are generally not linked in this paradigm. In contrast to coreference methods that identify chains of events, we are interested in pairs of corresponding predicates (and their argument structure), for which we can observe alternative realizations in discourse.
Aligning Predicates Across Texts
This section summarizes how we built a large corpus of comparable texts, as a basis for the predicate alignment task. We motivate the choice of the corpus and present a strategy for extracting comparable text pairs. Subsequently, we report on the preparation of an evaluation data set with manual predicate alignments across the paired texts. We conclude this section with an example that showcases the potential of using aligned predicates for the study of coherence phenomena. More detailed information regarding corpus creation, annotation guidelines and additional examples illustrating the potential of this corpus can be found in Roth and Frank (2012) .
Corpus Creation
The goal of our work is to investigate coherence factors for argument structure realization, using comparable texts that describe the same events, but that include variation in textual presentation. This requirement fits well with the news domain, for which we can trace varying textual sources that describe the same underlying events. The English Gigaword Fifth Edition (Parker et al., 2011) corpus (henceforth just Gigaword) is one of the largest corpus collections for English. It comprises a total of 9.8 million newswire articles from seven distinct sources.
In previous work (Roth and Frank, 2012) , we introduced GigaPairs, a sub-corpus extracted from Gigaword that includes over 160,000 pairs of newswire articles from distinct sources. GigaPairs has been derived from Gigaword using the pairwise similarity method on headlines presented by Wubben et al. (2009) . In addition to calculating the similarity of news titles, we impose an additional date constraint to further increase the precision of extracted pairs of texts. Random inspection of about 100 documents revealed only two texts describing different events. Overall, we extracted 167,728 document pairs containing a total of 50 million word tokens. Each document in this corpus consists of up to 7.564 words with a mean and median of 301 and 213 words, respectively. All texts have been pre-processed using MATE tools (Björkelund et al., 2010; Bohnet, 2010) , a pipeline of NLP modules including a stateof-the-art semantic role labeler that computes PropBank/NomBank annotations (Palmer et al., 2005; Meyers et al., 2008) .
Gold Standard Annotation
We selected 70 text pairs from the GigaPairs corpus for manual predicate alignment. All document pairs were randomly chosen with the constraint that each text consists of 100 to 300 words. 3 Predi-cates identified by the semantic parser are provided as pre-labeled annotations for alignment. We asked two students 4 to tag corresponding predicates across each text pair. Following standard practice in word alignment tasks (cf. Cohn et al. (2008) ) the annotators were instructed to distinguish between sure and possible alignments, depending on how certainly, in their opinion, two predicates describe verbalizations of the same event. The following examples show predicate pairings marked as sure (2) and as possible alignments (3). (2) In total, the annotators (A/B) aligned 487/451 sure and 221/180 possible alignments with a Kappa score (Cohen, 1960) of 0.86. 5 For the construction of a gold standard, we merged the alignments from both annotators by taking the union of all possible alignments and the intersection of all sure alignments. Cases which involved a sure alignment on which the annotators disagreed were resolved in a group discussion with the first author. We split the final corpus into a development set of 10 document pairs and a test set of 60 document pairs. The test set contains a total of 3,453 predicates (1,531 nouns and 1,922 verbs). Its gold standard annotation consists of 446 sure and 361 possible alignments, which corresponds to an average of 7.4 sure (6.0 possible) alignments per document pair. Most of the gold alignments (82.4%) are between predicates of the same part-of-speech (242 noun and 423 verb pairs). A total of 383 gold alignments (47.5%) have been annotated between predicates with identical lemma form. Diverging numbers of realized arguments can be observed in 320 pairs (39.7%).
Potential for Discourse Coherence
This section presents an example of an aligned predicate pair from our development set that illustrates the potential of aggregating corresponding PAS across comparable texts. The example represents one of eleven cases involving unrealized arguments that can be found in our development set of only ten document pairs. In both sentences, the Arg0 role of the predicate flee is filled, but Arg1 (here: the goal) has not been realized in (4.a). However, sentence (4.a) is still part of a coherent discourse, as a role filler for the omitted argument can be inferred from the preceding context. For the goal of our work, we are interested in factors that license such omissions of an argument. Potential factors on the discourse level include the information status of the entity filling an argument position, and its salience at the corresponding point in discourse. Roth and Frank (2012) discuss additional examples that demonstrate the importance of factors on further linguistic levels, e.g., lexical choice of predicates and their syntactic realization. In the example above, the aggregation of aligned PAS presents an effective means to identify appropriate fillers for unrealized roles. Hence, we can utilize each such pair as one positive and one negative training instance for a model of discourse coherence that controls the omissibility of arguments. In what follows, we introduce an alignment approach that can be used to automatically acquire more training data using the entire GigaPairs corpus.
Model
For the automatic induction of predicate alignments across texts, we opt for an unsupervised graph-based clustering method. In this section, we first define a graph representation for pairs of documents. In particular, predicates are represented as nodes in such a graph and similarities between predicates as edges. We then proceed to describe various similarity measures that can be used to identify similar predicate instances. Finally, we introduce the clustering algorithm that we apply to graphs (representing pairs of documents) in order to induce alignments between corresponding predicates.
Graph representation
We build a bipartite graph representation for each pair of texts, using as vertices the predicate argument structures assigned in pre-processing (cf. Section 3.1). We represent each predicate as a node and integrate information about arguments only implicitly. Given the sets of predicates P 1 and P 2 of two comparable texts T 1 and T 2 , respectively, we formally define an undirected graph G P 1 ,P 2 as follows:
Edge weights. We specify the edge weight between two nodes representing predicates p 1 ∈ P 1 and p 2 ∈ P 2 as a weighted linear combination of four similarity measures described in the next section: WordNet and VerbNet similarity, Distributional similarity and Argument similarity.
Initially we set all weighting parameters λ 1 . . . λ 4 to have uniform weights by default. In Section 5, we define an optimized weighting setting for the individual similarity measures.
Similarity Measures
We employ a number of similarity measures that make use of complementary information that is type-based (sim WN/VN/Dist ) or token-based (sim Arg ). 6 Given two lemmatized predicates p 1 , p 2 and their set of arguments A 1 = args(p 1 ), A 2 = args(p 2 ), we define the following measures.
WordNet similarity. Given all pairs of synsets s 1 , s 2 that contain the predicates p 1 , p 2 , respectively, we compute the maximal similarity using the information theoretic measure described in Lin (1998) . Our implementation exploits the WordNet hierarchy 6 All token-based frequency counts (i.e., f req() and idf ()) are computed over all documents from the AFP and APW parts of the English Gigaword Fifth Edition. (Fellbaum, 1998) to find the synset of the least common subsumer (lcs) and uses the pre-computed Information Content (IC) files from Pedersen et al. (2004) to compute Lin's measure:
In order to compute similarities between verbal and nominal predicates, we further use derivation information from NomBank (Meyers et al., 2008) : if a noun represents a nominalization of a verbal predicate, we resort to the corresponding verb synset. If no relation can be found between two predicates, we set a default value of sim WN = 0. This applies in particular to all cases that involve a predicate not present in WordNet.
VerbNet similarity. To overcome systematic problems with the WordNet verb hierarchy (cf.
Richens (2008)), we further compute similarity between verbal predicates using VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2008) . Verbs in VerbNet are categorized into semantic classes according to their syntactic behavior. A class C can recursively embed sub-classes C s ∈ sub(C) that represent finer semantic and syntactic distinctions. We define a simple similarity function that defines fixed similarity scores between 0 and 1 for pairs of predicates p 1 , p 2 depending on their relatedness within the VerbNet class hierarchy:
Distributional similarity. As some predicates may not be covered by the WordNet and VerbNet hierarchies, we additionally calculate similarity based on distributional meaning in a semantic space (Landauer and Dumais, 1997). Following the traditional bag-of-words approach that has been applied in related tasks (Guo and Diab, 2011; Mitchell and Lapata, 2010) , we consider the 2,000 most frequent context words c 1 , . . . , c 2000 ∈ C as dimensions of a vector space and define predicates as vectors using their Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI):
with PMI(x, y) = freq(x, y) freq(x) * freq(y) Given the vector representations of two predicates, we calculate their similarity as the cosine of the angle between the two vectors:
Argument similarity. While the previous similarity measures are purely type-based, argument similarity integrates token-based, i.e., discourse-specific, similarity information about predications by taking into account the similarity of their arguments. This measure calculates the association between the arguments A 1 of the first and the arguments A 2 of the second predicate by determining the ratio of overlapping words in both argument sets.
w∈A 1 idf(w) + w∈A 2 idf(w) (7) In order to give higher weight to (rare) content words, we weight each word by its Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), which we calculate over all documents d from the AFP and APW sections of the Gigaword corpus:
Normalization. In order to make the outputs of all similarity measures comparable, we normalize their value ranges on the development set to have a mean and standard deviation of 1.0.
Mincut-based Clustering
Our graph clustering method uses minimum cuts (or Mincut) in order to partition the bipartite text graph into clusters of aligned predicates. A Mincut operation divides a given graph into two disjoint subgraphs. Each minimum cut is performed as a cut between some source node s and some target node t, such that (i) each of the two nodes will be in a different sub-graph and (ii) the sum of weights of all removed edges will be as small as possible. Our system determines each Mincut using an implementation of the method by Goldberg and Tarjan (1986) . 7 7 Basic graph operations are performed using the freely available Java library JGraph, cf. http://jgrapht.org/.
Step 1
Step 2 C ← GETCONNECTEDCOMPONENTS(G ) for all G s ∈ C do
Step 3 if SIZE(G s ) <= 2 then clusters ← clusters ∪ G s else clusters ← clusters ∪ CLUSTER(G s ) end if end for return clusters; end function As our goal is to induce clusters that correspond to pairs of similar predicates, we set a maximum number of two nodes per cluster as stopping criterion. Given an input graph G, our algorithm recursively applies Mincuts in three steps as described in Figure  2. Step 1 identifies the edge e with lowest weight in the given graph G.
Step 2 performs the actual Mincut operation on G. Finally, the stopping criterion and recursion are applied in Step 3. An example of a clustered graph is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The advantage of our method compared to offthe-shelf clustering techniques is two-fold: On the one hand, the clustering algorithm is free of any parameters, such as the number of clusters or a clustering threshold, that require fine-tuning. On the other hand, the approach makes use of a termination criterion that very well represents the nature of the goal of our task, namely to align pairs of predicates across comparable texts. The next section provides empirical evidence for the advantage of this approach.
Experiments
This section evaluates our graph-clustering model on the task of aligning predicates across comparable texts. For comparison to related tasks and methods, we describe different evaluation settings, vari- ous baselines, as well as results for these baselines and the model presented above.
Settings
In order to benchmark our model against traditional methods for word alignment, we first apply our graph-based alignment model (Full) on three sentence-based paraphrase corpora. This model uses the similarity measures defined in Section 4.2 and the clustering algorithm introduced in Section 4.3.
In a second experiment, we evaluate Full on our novel task of inducing predicate alignments across comparable monolingual texts, using the GigaPairs data set described in Section 3. We evaluate against the manually annotated gold alignments in the test data set described in Section 3.2. To gain more insight into the performance of the various similarity measures included in the Full model, we evaluate simplified versions that omit individual similarity measures (Full-[measure name]).
The relative differences in performance against various baselines will help us quantify the differences and difficulties between a traditional sentencebased word alignment setting and our novel alignment task that operates on full texts.
Sentence-level Alignment Setting
For sentence-based predicate alignment we make use of the following three corpora that are wordaligned subsets of the paraphrase collections described in (Cohn et al., 2008) : MTC consists of 100 sentence pairs from the Multiple-Translation Chinese Corpus (Huang et al., 2002) , Leagues contains 100 sentential paraphrases from two translations of Jules Verne's "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea", and MSR is a sub-set of the Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (Dolan and Brockett, 2005) , consisting of 130 sentence pairs. All three paraphrase collections are in English.
Results for these experiments are reported in Section 5.3.1. Note that in order to determine alignment candidates, we apply the same pre-processing steps as used for the annotation of our corpus. The semantic parser identified an average number of 3.8, 5.1 and 4.7 predicates per text (i.e., per paraphrase sentence) in MTC, Leagues and MSR, respectively. All models are evaluated against the subset of gold standard alignments (cf. Cohn et al. (2008) ) between pairs of words marked as predicates.
Text-level Alignment Setting
Results for our own data set, GigaPairs, are reported in Section 5.3.2. In this setting, models are evaluated against the annotated gold standard alignments between predicates as described in Section 3.2. Since all text pairs in GigaPairs comprise multiple sentences each, the average number of predicates per text to consider (27.5) is much higher than in the paraphrase settings. As the full graph representation becomes rather inefficient to handle (by default, edges are inserted between all predicate pairs), we use the development set of 10 text pairs to estimate Table 1 : Results for sentence-based predicte alignment in the three benchmark settings MTC, Leagues and MSR (all numbers in %); results that significantly differ from Full are marked with asterisks (* p<0.05; ** p<0.01).
a threshold on predicate similarity for adding edges.
We tested all thresholds from 1.5 to 4.0 with a stepsize of 0.25 and found 2.5 to perform best. This threshold is applied in the evaluation of all graphbased models.
Baselines
A simple baseline for both settings is to align all predicates whose lemmas are identical. This baseline, henceforth called LemmaId, is computed as a lower bound for all settings. In order to assess the benefits of the clustering step, we propose a second baseline that uses the same similarity measures and thresholds as our Full model, but omits the clustering step described in Section 4.3. Instead, it greedily computes as many 1-to-1 alignments as possible, starting from the highest similarity to the learned threshold (Greedy). As a more sophisticated baseline, we make use of alignment tools commonly used in statistical machine translation (SMT). For the three sentence-based paraphrase settings MTC, Leagues and MSR, Cohn et al. (2008) readily provide GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) alignments as part of their word-aligned paraphrase corpus. For the experiments in the GigaPairs setting, we train our own word alignment model using the state-of-theart word alignment tool Berkeley Aligner (Liang et al., 2006) . As word alignment tools require pairs of sentences as input, we first extract paraphrases in the latter setting using a re-implementation of the paraphrase detection system by Wan et al. (2006) . 8 In the following section, we abbreviate both baselines using SMT alignment tools as WordAlign.
Results
We measure precision as the number of predicted alignments that are annotated in the gold standard divided by the total number of predictions. Recall is measured as the number of correctly predicted sure alignments divided by the total number of sure alignments in the gold standard. This conforms to evaluation measures used for word alignment models in SMT (Och and Ney, 2003) . Following Cohn et al. (2008) , we subsequently compute the F 1 -score as the harmonic mean between precision and recall.
We compute statistical significance of result differences with a paired t-test (Cohen, 1995) over the affected test set documents and provide corresponding significance levels where appropriate.
Sentence-level Predicate Alignment
The results for MTC, Leagues and MSR are presented in Table 1 . The numbers indicate that WordAlign consistently outperforms all other models on the three data sets in terms of F 1 -score. Statistical significance of result differences between WordAlign and Full can only be observed for recall and F 1 -score on the MSR data set (p<0.05). Other differences are not significant due to high variance of results compared to data set sizes.
The overall performance of WordAlign does not come much as a surprise, seeing that all three data sets consist of highly parallel sentence pairs. In fact, the results for LemmaId show that by aligning all predicates with identical lemmas, most of the sure alignments in the three settings are already covered. The reason for the low precision lies in the fact that the same lemma can occur multiple times in the same paraphrase, a phenomenon that is better handled by WordAlign, Greedy and Full. Interestingly, the Greedy model achieves the highest recall in all settings but it performs below our Full model in terms of precision and F 1 -score. The performance differences between Greedy and Full are statistically significant (p<0.01) regarding precision and recall.
Text-level Predicate Alignment
We now turn to the experiments on our own data set, GigaPairs, which comprises full documents of unequal lengths instead of pairs of single sentences. Table 2 presents the results for our full model and the three baselines. From all four approaches, WordAlign yields lowest performance. We observe two main reasons for this: On the one hand, sentence paraphrase detection does not perform perfectly. Hence, the extracted sentence pairs do not always contain gold alignments. On the other hand, even sentence pairs that contain gold alignments are generally less parallel than in the previous settings, which make them harder to align. The increased difficulty can also be seen in the results for the Greedy baseline, which only achieves an F 1 -score of 20.1% in this setting. In contrast, we observe that the majority of all sure alignments (60.3%) can be retrieved by applying the LemmaId model.
The Full model achieves a recall of 46.6%, but it significantly outperforms LemmaId (p<0.01) in terms of precision (58.7%, +18.4 percentage points). This is an important factor for us, as we plan to use the alignments in subsequent tasks. With 52.0%, Full achieves the best overall F 1 -score.
Ablating similarity measures. All aforementioned results were conducted in experiments with a uniform weighting scheme of similarity measures as introduced in Section 4.3. Table 3 shows the performance impact of individual similarity measures by removing them completely (i.e., setting their weight to 0.0). The numbers indicate that not all measures contribute positively to the overall performance when using equal weights. However, a significant difference can only be observed when removing the argument similarity measure, which drastically reduces the results. This clearly highlights the importance of incorporating the context of individual predications in this task.
Tuning weights. Subsequently, we tested various combinations of weights on our development set in order to estimate a good overall weighting scheme. This tuning procedure is implemented as a bruteforce technique, in which we fix the weight of one similarity measure and allow all other measures to receive a weight assignment between 0.25 to 5.0 times the fixed weight. Finally, the resulting weights are normalized to sum to 1.0. We found the best performing weighting scheme to be 0.09, 0.48, 0.24 and 0.19 for λ 1 , . . . , λ 4 , respectively (cf. Eq. (2), Section 4). The performance gains of the resulting model (Full+tuned) can be seen in Table 3 . Computing statistical significance of the result differences between Full+tuned and all baseline models confirmed significant improvements (p<0.01) for both precision and F 1 -score.
Error Analysis
We perform an error analysis on the output of Full+tuned on the development set of GigaPairs in order to determine re-occurring problems. In total, the model missed 13 out of 35 sure alignments (Type I errors) and predicted 23 alignments not annotated in the gold standard (Type II errors). Six Type I errors (46%) occurred when the lemma of an affected predicate occurred more than once in a text and the model missed a correct link. Vice versa, identical predicates that refer to different events have been the source of 8 Type II errors (35%). We observe that these errors are frequently related to predicates, such as "say" and "appear", that often occur in news texts. Altogether, we find 15 Type II errors (65%) that are due to high predicate similarity despite low argument overlap (cf. Example (5) 
Conclusion
We presented a novel task for predicate alignment across comparable monolingual texts, which we address using graph-based clustering with Mincuts. The motivation for this task is to acquire empirical data for studying discourse coherence factors related to argument structure realization.
As a first step, we constructed a data set of comparable texts that provide full discourse contexts for alternative verbalizations of the same underlying events. The data set is derived from all newswire pairs found in the English Gigaword Fifth Edition and contains a total of more than 160,000 paired documents.
A subset of these pairs forms an evaluation set, annotated with gold alignments that relate predications, which exhibit a (possibly partial) corresponding argument structure. We established that the annotation task, while difficult, can be performed with good inter-annotator agreement (κ at 0.86).
Our main contribution is a novel clustering approach using Mincuts for aligning predications across comparable texts. Our experiments established that recursive clustering improves on greedy selection methods by profiting from global information encoded in the graph representation. While the Mincut-based method is in itself unsupervised, a small amount of development data is needed to tune parameters for the construction of particularly suitable input graphs.
We tested our full model against two additional baselines: simple heuristic alignment based on identical lemma forms and a combination of techniques from SMT and paraphrase detection. The evaluation for our novel task was complemented by a traditional word alignment task using established paraphrase data sets. We determined clear differences in performance for all models for the two types of task settings. While word alignment methods from SMT outperform the competing models in the sentencebased alignment tasks, they perform poorly in the discourse setting.
In future work, we will enhance our model by incorporating more refined similarity measures including discourse-based criteria. We will further explore tuning techniques, e.g., a more suitable preselection method for edges in graph construction, in order to increase either precision or recall. The decision of optimizing towards one measure or another is clearly task-dependent. In our case, high precision is favorable as we plan to learn accurate discourse model parameters from the computed alignments. Even though such an optimization will result in an overall lower recall, application of the alignment model on the entire GigaPairs corpus can still provide us with a large amount of precise predicate alignments. Using this set of alignments, we will then proceed to exploit contextual information in order to learn a semantic model for discourse coherence in argument structure realization.
